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Abstract
Person re-identification (ReID) remains a very difficult
challenge in computer vision, and critical for large-scale
video surveillance scenarios where an individual could ap-
pear in different camera views at different times. There has
been recent interest in tackling this challenge using cross-
domain approaches, which leverages data from source do-
mains that are different than the target domain. Such ap-
proaches are more practical for real-world widespread de-
ployment given that they don’t require on-site training (as
with unsupervised or domain transfer approaches) or on-
site manual annotation and training (as with supervised ap-
proaches). In this study, we take a systematic approach to
establishing a large baseline source domain and target do-
main for cross-domain person ReID. We accomplish this by
conducting a comprehensive analysis to study the similar-
ities between source domains proposed in literature, and
studying the effects of incrementally increasing the size of
the source domain. This allows us to establish a balanced
source domain and target domain split that promotes va-
riety in both source and target domains. Furthermore, us-
ing lessons learned from the state-of-the-art supervised per-
son re-identification methods, we establish a strong base-
line method for cross-domain person ReID. Experiments
show that a source domain composed of two of the largest
person ReID domains (SYSU and MSMT) performs well
across six commonly-used target domains. Furthermore, we
show that, surprisingly, two of the recent commonly-used
domains (PRID and GRID) have too few query images to
provide meaningful insights. As such, based on our find-
ings, we propose the following balanced baseline for cross-
domain person ReID consisting of: i) a fixed multi-source
domain consisting of SYSU, MSMT, Airport and 3DPeS,
and ii) a multi-target domain consisting of Market-1501,
DukeMTMC-reID, CUHK03, PRID, GRID and VIPeR.
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Figure 1. Common learning approaches used in person ReID. (a)
Supervised approaches train embedding space from labeled train-
ing data from the test environment (target domain). (b) Cross-
domain approaches train embedding space from labeled training
data from source domains that are independent of the target do-
main. (c) Domain Adaptation approaches adapt the cross-domain
embedding space to target domain using unlabeled data from the
target domain. (d) Unsupervised approaches learn embedding
space directly from unlabeled target domain data without any ex-
ternal information.
1. Introduction
One of the fundamental computer vision problems for
the purpose of large-scale computerized video surveillance
is the ability to identify an individual across a multitude of
cameras in a given environment. This requires the ability
to match an individual from one camera view to another,
and is commonly referred to as the person re-identification
(ReID) problem. One of the most promising approaches
to person ReID that has achieved state-of-the-art results in
recent years leverages deep convolutional neural networks
(CNN) to learn an embedding space [42, 39, 16, 28]. Cur-
rent research on person ReID using deep convolutional neu-
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ral networks can be categorized as follows (Fig. 1):
Supervised: Supervised approaches explicitly assume that
manually annotated data in the form of matched individuals
across cameras is available for the camera network where
person ReID is needed (target domain). The manual anno-
tation, used for training, must be sufficiently large and span
all cameras in the target domain. Furthermore, for best per-
formance an implicit assumption is made that the manually
annotated data spans all expected environmental conditions
in the target domain. To this end, existing datasets consist
of data collected from an environment in a short time period
and randomly split data into training and testing.
Cross-Domain: Cross-domain approaches assume the
availability of manually annotated data from a single or
multiple source domains which are different from the target
domain. Embedding space is trained on the source domains,
then applied to the target domain. In this approach an im-
plicit assumption is made that the source domain is similar
to the target domain or the source domain has enough envi-
ronmental variations as to capture the differences in the tar-
get domain. Techniques for handling differences in source
and target domains are studied in [24, 21, 37].
Domain Adaptation: Domain adaptation approaches start
with cross-domain result – that is they start with an embed-
ding space learned from a different source domain – then
utilize unlabeled data from the target domain to adapt to
the target domain. There are two main approaches here:
i) use unlabeled data to adjust to the target domain by
transforming target domain images to look more like the
source domain images (or vice versa) [29, 2], or ii) auto-
matically annotate unlabeled target domain data and re-train
models [37]. The latter approach can be considered as a
form of self-learning. Such approaches can be considered
a good compromise between supervised and unsupervised
approaches.
Unsupervised: Unsupervised approaches do not use man-
ually annotated data from the target domain or any source
domains. They only utilize unlabeled data from the target
domain to train the deep model’s embedding space. This is
a pure self-learning problem that typically utilizes the inher-
ent spatio-temporal nature of a camera network to initialize
the self-learning process [10].
Supervised approaches are the most extensively studied
approaches in person ReID [40, 27, 41, 43] and achieve the
best results so far, which is expected. However, from a prac-
tical point of view this approach is unfeasible for large scale
deployment of person ReID because of the need for manu-
ally annotated data from every target domain. On the op-
posite end of the manual annotation spectrum are unsuper-
vised approaches where no manual annotation is needed at
all. This is a promising avenue of research with some amaz-
ing results already reported [25, 10, 22, 3]. However, this
approach assumes the availability of training hardware at
the target sites or the ability to transfer unlabeled data from
target site to a training facility. Again, this complicates large
scale deployment of person ReID using such an approach.
Furthermore, the system requires a learning period in which
person ReID functionality will not be available at all. Do-
main adaptation is a compromise between supervised and
unsupervised approaches but it still requires on site training
for the domain adaptation part.
Cross-domain approaches can be regarded as the ideal
approaches for practical deployment because a pre-trained
model from annotated source domain(s) can simply be
deployed to any target domain without on-site training.
Currently, cross-domain research in person ReID is split
into two key directions, with some works reporting cross-
domain results as part of domain adaptation research [14],
while other works looking directly at the cross-domain
problem [8, 24]. As a result, there is a lack of consistency
in the use of source domains and target domains making
comparison of different approaches difficult.
Many papers [13, 15, 10] consider single source domain
and single target domain scenarios. This results in easier
comparison between different approaches but does not take
advantage of the existing multiple person ReID datasets.
To address this shortcoming, recent works have combined
[8, 21, 24] multiple datasets to form a large source domain
and tested with several small target domains. However, the
target domains have no commonality between the previous
approaches that used single source and target domain for
testing. Furthermore, the target domains used in these mul-
tisource domain papers [8, 24] are very small datasets and
as such we can’t make any strong conclusions about their
performance.
In this study, we take a systematic approach to establish-
ing a large baseline source domain and target domain for
cross-domain person ReID. We accomplish this by conduct-
ing a comprehensive analysis to study the similarities be-
tween source domains proposed in literature, and studying
the effects of incremental increasing the size of the source
domain. This allows us to establish a balanced source do-
main and target domain split that promotes variety in both
source and target domains. Furthermore, using lessons
learned from state-of-the-art supervised person ReID meth-
ods, we establish a strong baseline method for cross-domain
person ReID.
In summary, the key contributions of this study are as
follows:
• conduct a comprehensive analysis to study the similar-
ities between source domains proposed in literature,
• study the effects of incrementally increasing the size
of the source domain,
• establish a large, baseline source domain and target do-
Table 1. List of different source and target domain datasets.
Dataset # IDs # Images # Cams Common Test-Set
Airport [9] 1381 8660 6 –
DukeMTMC-reID [44] 1404 32948 8 X
Market-1501 [42] 1501 32668 6 X
CUHK03 [13] 1467 14097 10 X
SYSU [33] 11934 34574 N/A –
MSMT17 [29] 3060 126142 15 –
CUHK02 [12] 1816 7264 10 –
PRID2011 [6] 385 1134 2 X
GRID [19] 250 500 2 X
VIPeR [5] 632 1264 2 X
3DPeS [1] 164 951 8 –
Note the counts presented here are for IDs that appear in multiple cameras. During
training, only IDs that appear in multiple cameras were used. During test, standard
splits and IDs were used.
main for cross-domain person ReID based on the find-
ings of the above analysis.
• establish a strong baseline method for cross-domain
person ReID using lessons learned from the state-of-
the-art supervised person ReID methods.
2. Background
The earliest reported results for cross-domain person
ReID are from domain adaptation papers [13] that report
“direct transfer” results before presenting the improvement
due to the domain adaptation method. These papers typ-
ically used a single source domain and target domain, for
example Market-1501 as source domain and DukeMTMC-
reID as target domain [13, 15]. Following in the footsteps
of these papers, most methods that looked at cross-domain
person ReID also used a single source domain and target
domain [17]. As a result these approaches do not take ad-
vantage of variation in source domain that can be achieved
by combining data collected from different source domains.
Some early works on direct transfer, for example
CAMEL [37], combined a few datasets into a multi source
domain and tested on a few target domain datasets. Since
CAMEL [37], very few works has combined datasets to
form a diverse source domain until [21, 8, 24]. The recent
work [8, 24] formed a large diverse source domain but their
focus was on a new training mechanism and as such base-
line results were not fully investigated. Furthermore, their
target domains (test sets) were limited to only few small
datasets. Hence, the need to study the performance of di-
verse source domain on large target domains.
3. Methodology
The goal of this study is to:
1. Investigate and evaluate the similarity between previ-
ously proposed source domains.
2. Systematically establish a large source domain and tar-
get domain for cross-domain person ReID.
3. Explore the effects of incrementally increasing the
source domain.
4. Establish a strong baseline multisource domain and
multitarget domain with baseline ReID performances.
5. Establish a strong baseline method for cross-domain
person ReID based on lessons learned from past meth-
ods in literature.
To this end, we look at the existing domains for person ReID
and establish a set for source domains and target domains
that are commonly used across existing literature. We per-
form person ReID using a strong baseline method learned
from previous state-of-the-art techniques in supervised per-
son ReID to enable consistent evaluation and analysis, and
study the effects of the source domain variation on cross-
domain person ReID.
3.1. Domain Analysis
In order to establish a baseline source and target domain
for cross-domain person ReID in a systematic manner, we
need to first study the effects of the differences in source and
target domains as well as the effect of diversity in source
domain. In Fig. 2 and Table 1, we list the existing domains
for person ReID with more than 100 unique persons in the
dataset.1 We do not use any domains with data overlaps
such as CUHK02 and CUHK01, or MARS and Market-
1501, etc. One exception is that we include CUHK02 and
CUHK03 in our analysis as they have no overlaps in peo-
ple who appear in the domains but they were obtained in
the same environment. As this is a study regarding cross-
domain analysis, we cannot use CUHK02 in training and
CUHK03 in testing (or vice versa) without negatively im-
pacting the study.
For each of the selected domains we limit our training
to person IDs that are present in more than two camera
views because our goal is person ReID across camera views.
When including a dataset in the source domain all IDs from
the dataset (including test IDs) are used for training.
Of the domains in Table 1, DukeMTMC-reID, Market-
1501 and CUHK03 are commonly used large target do-
mains for domain adaptation [44] and as such also have
various reported results for cross-domain person ReID. Fur-
thermore, PRID 2011, GRID, and VIPeR are small do-
mains which have been recently been used for testing cross-
domain person ReID [8, 24]. As such we use these six
domains for testing cross-domain person ReID. Of these
domains, DukeMTMC-reID [44], Market-1501 [42] and
1While all efforts were made to include all domains with sufficient
unique IDs, several lesser known domains (SAIVT-SoftBio, PKU-Reid
and RPIfield) were omitted
Figure 2. Existing ReID datasets [Airport [9], DukeMTMC-reID [44], Market-1501 [42], CUHK03 [13], SYSU [33], MSMT17 [29],
CUHK02 [12], PRID2011 [6], GRID [19], VIPeR [5], 3DPeS [1]]. All images have been re-sized to 256x128 for easier comparison.
Table 2. Direct transfer cross domain performance benchmark on various ReID datasets. 1st/2nd best results are in red/blue.
Source ↓ / Target →
Duke
MTMC-reID
[44]
Market-
1501
[42] CUHK03[13] PRID[6] GRID[19] VIPeR[5]
R1 mAP R1 mAP R1 mAP R1 mAP R1 mAP R1 mAP
Airport[9] 33.8 17.4 51.1 25.3 6.0 5.4 17.2 20.6 28.2 32.1 25.3 30.5
DukeMTMC-reID [44] – – 56.2 26.5 5.2 4.8 20.4 25.0 11.5 14.6 31.2 35.3
Market-1501[42] 43.6 24.3 – – 6.3 5.2 23.0 27.1 19.4 23.1 32.8 37.0
CUHK03[13] 33.1 16.9 56.9 30.8 – – 14.4 17.6 21.8 25.3 29.9 34.8
SYSU[33] 42.9 27.2 65.2 40.0 8.8 7.4 41.5 47.1 28.5 32.8 37.7 42.0
MSMT[30] 64.5 43.3 64.8 36.6 16.4 14.2 21.9 25.8 6.5 8.9 44.1 48.7
CUHK02[12] 39.9 21.5 53.5 24.9 36.2 31 16.4 20.4 16.2 19.3 29.5 34.1
CUHK03 [13] have pre-established test probe and test
gallery splits which we use for our test. For the smaller
domains (PRID 2011, GRID, and VIPeR), we use the stan-
dard 10 random splits as in [8] for obtaining Rank-1 and
mAP results.
3.2. Baseline Method Analysis
Next, we aim to establish a strong baseline method
for cross-domain person ReID to facilitate the evaluation
over different domains based on lessons from past state-
of-the-art literature. As the starting point, ResNet-50, pre-
trained on ImageNet, was used as the baseline architecture
as this particular architecture has been shown to be the most
widely used and effective architecture for obtaining a strong
baseline and improved results when used alongside either
id/softmax loss or triplet-based embedding spaces in recent
person ReID methods [10, 42]. Recently, Luo et.al [20]
have established a strong baseline for supervised person
ReID by using a combination of id/softmax loss and triplet
loss long with certain network architecture changes (such
as BNNeck) and tricks. Using these modifications, they
were able to produce state-of-the art baseline performance
for supervised person ReID for various single source do-
main based ReID. In [20], the authors also experimented
on cross-domain ReID using single source and single tar-
get domains, but did not present extensive cross-domain re-
sults. They did find that some of the tricks such as random
erasing don’t work as effectively for cross-domain as they
do for supervised ReID. Similarly, normalizing features us-
ing batch normalization at the end of network have been
recently found to be successful for obtaining impressive
performance for person ReID [4, 8]. Hence, we incorpo-
rated the aforementioned lessons learned in supervised ap-
proaches, as well as incorporating additional best practices
such as BNNeck, no random erasing, and batch normaliza-
tion at the end into our ResNet50 baseline architecture.
4. Experiments and Discussions
Using the domains established in Table 1 we study the
effects of source and target domain similarity, the effects of
incrementally increasing the source domain size and finally
compare the multi-source domain baseline results presented
here to existing cross-domain results.
4.1. Source-Target Domain Similarity
To investigate which domains are similar to each other,
we perform cross-domain person ReID by using each
dataset with more than two camera views as the source
domain. The target domains are the aforementioned six
datasets (Table 1). We study the similarity based on ReID
performance using Rank-1 and mean average precision
(mAP). The result of this can be found in Table 2.
Based on Table 2, it can be observed that SYSU and
MSMT as source domains perform fairly well across most
target domains. This is not surprising considering that these
two domains have the largest number of people appearing
in multiple cameras and also the largest number of cameras
in their camera networks 2.
Most target domains performed well across all source
domains with the exception of CUHK03. It can be seen that
ReID performance for CUHK03 is low compared to other
target domains except when CUHK02 is used as the source
domain. However, as stated before the environment used
for CUHK02 and CUHK03 are very similar (Fig. 2) and
as such this can’t be considered a fair cross-domain person
ReID setting.
UMAP Illustration: To further illustrate the similarity of
various person ReID domains, we created a Uniform Mani-
fold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) illustration as
shown in Fig. 3. We created the UMAP figure using em-
beddings from various domains obtained from the proposed
baseline method for cross-domain ReID. From the figure,
it can be observed that CUHK02 and CUHK03 are very
similar and furthest from the rest of the domains including
MSMT and SYSU, thus explaining the poor performance
of various domains on CUHK03. Also, SYSU is closest to
GRID, hence it performs better than MSMT on GRID.
2SYSU used data from television shows and photos taken with hand-
held digital cameras as people were walking around the city
Table 3. Incremental source domain enlargement based cross-domain performance benchmark on various ReID domains along with other
recent works from ReID approaches.
S: SYSU, MT: MSMT17, C03: CUHK03, C02: CUHK02, C01: CUHK01, A: Airport, D: DukeMTMC-reID, M: Market-1501, ex:
MARS-M, 3D: 3DPeS, G: GRID, V: VIPeR, iL: iLDS. Best results for each section is in red.
Source ↓ / Target →
Market-
1501
[42]
DukeMTMC
-reID
[44] CUHK03[13] PRID[6] VIPeR[5] GRID[19]
R1 mAP R1 mAP R1 mAP R1 mAP R1 mAP R1 mAP
Supr. Methods-SOTA
DSA [40] 95.7 87.6 – – 78.2 73.1 – – – – – –
Pyramid [41] 95.7 88.2 – – 78.9 74.8 – – – – – –
AANet [27] – – 90.4 86.8 – – – – – – – –
Unsupervised Methods
ARN [14] 70.3 39.4 60.2 33.4 – – – – – – – –
EANet [7] 66.4 40.6 45.0 26.4 51.4 31.7 – – – – – –
ECN [46] 75.1 43.0 63.3 40.4 – – – – – – – –
DPRID [31] – – 48.4 29.4 – – – – – – – –
MAR [38] 67.7 40.0 87.1 48.0 – – – – – – – –
TAUDL [10] 63.7 41.2 61.7 43.5 44.7 31.2 49.4 – – – – –
UTAL [11] 69.2 46.2 62.3 44.6 56.3 42.3 54.7 – – – – –
Domain Adapt. Methods
HHL(D,M) [45] 62.2 31.4 46.9 27.2 – – – – – – – –
HHL (C03) [45] 56.8 29.8 42.7 23.4 – – – – – – – –
DAAN (C03,M) [34] 84.5 – – – 78.2 – – – – – – –
ATNet (D,M) [18] 55.7 25.6 45.1 24.9 – – – – – – – –
CSGLP (D,M) [23] 63.7 33.9 56.1 36.0 – – – – – – – –
ISSDA (D,M) [26] 81.3 63.1 72.8 54.1 – – – – – – – –
Cross Domain Methods
Single Source
EANet (C03) [7] 59.4 33.3 39.3 22.0 – – – – – – – –
EANet (D,M) [7] 61.7 32.9 51.4 31.7 – – – – – – – –
DPAN (C03,M) [34] 56.0 – – – 50.4 – – – – – – –
SPGAN (D,M) [2] 43.1 17.0 33.1 16.7 – – – – – – – –
DAAM (D,M) [36] 42.3 17.5 29.3 14.5 – – – – – – – –
AF3 (D,M) [17] 67.2 36.3 56.8 37.4 – – – – – – – –
AF3 (MT) [17] 68.0 37.7 66.3 46.2 – – – – – – – –
PAUL (MT) [35] 68.5 40.1 72.0 53.2 – – – – – – – –
Multi Source
EMTL [32] (C02+D+M) 52.8 25.1 39.7 22.3 – – – – – – – –
GDIM(C02+03+D+M) [24] – – – – – – 39.2 51.9 51.2 60.1 29.3 41.1
DualNorm(M,D,C02-03,S) [8] – – – – – – 60.4 – 53.9 – 41.4 –
CAMEL(V+C01+C03+S+M+exM) [37] – – – – 31.9 – – – – 30.9 – –
CAMEL (V+C01+C03+3D+iL) [37] 54.5 26.3 – – – – – – – – – –
Ours:Cross-Domain
Incremental
S 65.2 40.0 42.9 27.2 8.8 7.4 41.5 47.1 37.7 42.0 28.5 32.8
MT 64.8 36.6 64.5 43.3 16.4 14.2 21.9 25.8 44.1 48.7 6.5 8.9
S+MT 75.1 49.5 62.5 40.8 20.7 18.1 47.0 52.2 54.3 58.5 34.5 38.7
S+MT+A 76.1 52.3 66.4 45 24.1 21.2 37.8 43.8 55.8 60.2 29.3 34.5
S+MT+A+3D 76.5 52.8 66.4 44.8 23.9 21.4 43.5 49.5 54.8 59.0 32.9 38.6
S+MT+A+3D+C03+C02 79.8 56.7 68.3 47.7 – – 37.3 43.5 59.8 63.7 32.3 37.4
S+MT+A+3D+C03+C02+D 80.3 57.5 – – – – 45.0 51.1 60.1 64.0 35.9 40.3
Best suggested multi source configuration for cross domain in cyan.
4.2. Incremental increase in source domain
Starting with SYSU, the best source domain across all
target domains as seen in Table 2, we progressively add
source domains to see the effect on person ReID results
on all target domains. The results are shown in Fig. 4 and
Table 3. We see that, for the larger target domains Market-
CUHK02
CUHK03
MSMT1
SYSU
Viper
Airport
Duke
MSMT2
i-LIDS
GRID
3DPes
Figure 3. UMAP for various person ReID domains from embed-
dings obtained for pre-trained ResNet50 model. Closeness in the
embedding space shows the similarity between the various person
ReID domains. MSMT1 and 2 are MSMT17 train and val-sets.
mAP
R1
Figure 4. Plot showing the performance of different person ReID
domains on various combination of multi-source domain us-
ing mAP and Rank-1 (R1) as evaluation metric. S: SYSU,
MT: MSMT17, A: Airport, 3D: 3DPeS, C03: CUHK03, C02:
CUHK02, D: DukeMTMC-reID.
1501, DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03, the ReID results in-
crease in both Rank-1 and mAP as source domain increases
in size and variation. Of the smaller target domains, VIPeR
performs similarly to the larger target domain in that the
performance increases as the source domain size increases.
However, with PRID and GRID, the performance fluctuates
considerably as source domain size increases. One reason
for the fluctuation is that PRID and GRID have very few
query images compared to the other domains making these
domains less reliable when assessing generalization of pro-
posed approaches.
Based on Table 3 we see that constructing the base-
line large source domain using SYSU, MSMT, Airport and
3DPeS and constructing the baseline large target domain
using Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID, CUHK03, PRID,
GRID and VIPeR provides a balanced split for cross-
domain person ReID. A further ∼ 5% performance gain
can be achieved by including some of the target domains in
the source domain. However, that will require a leave-one-
out training procedure which could be time-consuming for
experimentation. As such we propose the fixed split as a
standard multi-source and multi-target domains.
4.3. State-of-the art comparison
In Table 3, we also compare our multi-source cross-
domain baseline to existing cross-domain approaches, do-
main adaptation approaches, unsupervised approaches and
supervised approaches. While direct comparison is not pos-
sible across all approaches due to the varying amount of
information used during training, we can get a sense of how
effective the different approaches are.
As can be seen from Table 3, the cross-domain methods
have large variations in terms of the source domains and tar-
get domains used. Again, this is one of the motivations for
this study – establishing a standard multisource domain and
multitarget domain split. Our proposed multisource domain
(S+MT+A+3D in Table 3) performs well compared to the
existing cross-domain methods, making it a strong baseline
for evaluating cross-domain approaches in future.
Relative to domain adaptation methods which use un-
labeled data from the target domain, our proposed multi-
source domain baseline – without any target domain infor-
mation – performs well. This also means that using mul-
tisource domain can boost domain adaptation methods as
they also use an annotated source domain.
Unsupervised methods only use unlabeled target domain
information hence, while it is true that they benefit from
information from target domain, they have no manual an-
notation at all making these approaches difficult. Regard-
less, they do perform well relative to our multisource do-
main baseline. However, as stated before, these methods
assume the presence of training hardware at all deployment
sites making these approaches less practical for real-world
deployment.
Fully supervised approaches benefit from the most ex-
act information in the form of manually annotated target
domain data and can be used as the upper bound for other
approaches. Relative to this upper bound, there are still con-
siderable improvements possible for all other approaches.
With our proposed fixed multisource domain dataset split
and baseline performance, the ability to compare cross-
domain approaches becomes easier and we hope to promote
further investigations and improvements in cross-domain
approaches to achieve similar results as the supervised ap-
proaches.
5. Conclusion
In this study, we established a large baseline for source
and target domains for the purpose of cross-domain person
ReID. We established the proposed baseline by conducting
a systematic and comprehensive analysis of the similarities
between various domains commonly used for cross-domain
person ReID. Furthermore, we investigated in an empirical
fashion the effects of incrementally increasing the size of
the source domain on target domain performance. Based
on our analysis and experiments, we determined and pro-
posed a fixed multisource domain split that performs well
for six different target domains. In addition, we established
a strong baseline method for cross-domain person ReID
based on lessons from past state-of-the-art methods. We
hope this study will act as a strong baseline for both improv-
ing and evaluating future developments in cross-domain
person ReID.
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